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IN Part I of this series (Technical Support, January 2000) 
I provided an example of an interactive application

that required 3270 access. Part II demonstrated how to convert
such an application into a common gateway interface (CGI),
allowing a web browser to execute the same program while
also providing a common interface and a nicer looking display
to be returned to the user. This month, I will take that same
3270 application and convert it into a network server program.

If I told you to change an online program to send the output
to SYSLST instead of to the 3270 screen, it's unlikely that
you would panic about the redesign of the program. You
would probably just comment out the line that wrote to the
screen and replace it with a line to output the data to the printer.
This change would require very little modification to the orig-
inal program. In fact, you could probably set the same program
to run under two different CICS transaction ids and operate 
differently depending on what name was used to invoke it.

In a similar way, it's just as easy to change a program from
accepting local input into one that accepts incoming TCP
datagrams. It takes little effort to transform an old application
that returns to a local device into one that sends the data via
an outgoing datagram. Simply stated: It takes minimal effort
to have a single application support a single remote user. 

VSE SOCKETS

In the VSE world, the process of implementing a SOCKET
is extremely simple. First, we need to tell the application to
OPEN a "socket" (an interface to the TCP/IP network), then
wait until a remote telnet user establishes a connection. Once
that is done, we will SEND some data to the remote
requestor. When TCP/IP tells us that the data has been 
successfully transmitted, we will queue up a RECEIVE

request, telling TCP/IP that we are ready to accept data.
When the data arrives, we will determine if a carriage return
was passed, and if so, we will then repeat the SEND/
RECEIVE process. If a non-blank character was passed, we
will CLOSE the socket and then re-open it, waiting for the
next requestor.

We have four TCP/IP commands to pass: OPEN, SEND,
RECEIVE and CLOSE. There is also a fifth command
"ABORT," which can be used in the rare instance when you
want to cancel a socket request. Since "DA" is an assembler
program, I will demonstrate the assembler method of 
performing this operation. You can, of course, use any language
with which you are comfortable. Also, if you are a having
masochistic streak, you can use the "BSD" format of the
SOCKET call. I personally prefer to keep things simple and
will use the format that works with any VSE operating system.

In Part I, I presented a subroutine that produces most of the
data: CALLDA. In this article, we will be using the exact
same routine, completely unchanged. This is one of the great
things about modularizing your code – it makes migration
that much easier! But instead of using that routine in an ICCF
application ($DA), we will use it in a TCP/IP server program
that we will call SERV$DA. 

SERV$DA DESIGN

Initially, we will design SERV$DA simply. It will work 
as follows:

1. Open the socket.
2. Wait for a connection.
3. Put together a buffer of data.
4. Send back data.
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5. Wait for a response.
6. If blank or null, repeat connection logic.
7. Close the connection.
8. Repeat.

First, let's look at the SOCKET definitions.
Then, we'll do a slight redesign to make this
a multi-user server.

SOCKET DEFINITIONS 

As I said earlier, we will want to OPEN a
socket. This action will cause TCP/IP to
allocate a block of storage for you and it
puts your request on a chain of other 
sockets. When the request is completed,
TCP/IP will return a fullword pointer to this
block of storage. This fullword (also known
as a "descriptor") is used for the rest of the
connection process.

Now, the power of this descriptor is that
you can pass that value to any other transac-
tion, subtask, routine or program that is 
running in the same partition. This means
that under CICS you could have a main task
that a client connects to allocate the socket
and then spawn another transaction, passing
the socket descriptor to that subtask. Then
the main task issues another OPEN and
waits for another connection. The subtask
would then do all of the SEND/RECEIVE/
CLOSE processing before terminating. I
will cover this in greater detail in the 
concluding article.

But let's look at how we can have a "sin-
gle" daemon support multiple concurrent
requests. First, we need to OPEN a socket.
We can do this using the code shown in
Figure 1. The following highlights what each
part of the macro shown in Figure 1 does:

● SOCKET – defines the act of doing
TCP/IP SOCKET processing

● OPEN – allocates a new socket
● TELNET – uses a TCP connection, but

automatically translates between ASCII
and EBCDIC

● LOPORT – uses this specific port 
number as a reference to outside activity

● WAIT – we don't want to wait for 
the connection to take place for 
greater control

● ECB – a special 56-byte field that
TCP/IP will use. The first fullword is
the normal ECB section. It will be 
posted when the OPEN process has 
a connection. The DSECT "SRBLOK"
maps the layout of this ECB.

● DESC – fullword that will end up con-
taining the SOCKET descriptor pointer

● PASSIVE – indicates that we are going
to be the server and wait for a connection

● ECB2 – a second fullword that is posted
concurrently with the value in "ECB="

Now what about this second ECB? What
good is it? One of the reasons for this ECB
is that you can have a timer and a SOCKET
process operating concurrently. For example,
using the code in Figure 2, you could cause
the ECB to be posted every three seconds,
or whenever the SOCKET request was 
fulfilled. In this way, you can run in a sort of
"asynchronous" mode, checking for a TCP
datagram as well as performing some other
form of process at the same time, such as
checking to see if we are supposed to be
shutting down. If we are supposed to shut
down, we will ABORT the connection
request and EOJ the program. If we are not
supposed to shut down, then we will set the

time for another three seconds and wait.
Now that we have a SOCKET connection,

we can send some data. We will need to pass
TCP/IP the same SOCKET descriptor that
was allocated in the OPEN process. TCP/IP
will use this for the transmission of datagrams.
We will also need to tell TCP/IP where to send
the data, where the data resides, and how
much data to send. You can see a typical 
format of this type of request in Figure 3. 

The following fields differ from OPEN:

● SEND – indicates a transmission 
of data

● FOPORT – halfword value of the 
client-side port address. This was
returned in the ECB during 
OPEN time.

● FOIP – fullword value of the client
-side IP address. This was obtained
just like FOPORT.

● DATA – indicates the data to transmit
● BUFFAD – a fullword pointer to the

data that you will be sending
● BUFFLEN – a fullword containing the

length of the data you will be sending

After we have sent the data, we want to
see if the user wants more. As in our original
design, if the user just hits the Enter key, we
send another block of updated information.
If the user types a non-blank character and
hits the Enter key, we terminate the session.
We need to queue up a RECEIVE request to
TCP/IP by passing the SOCKET descriptor
that was allocated during the OPEN request.
We also need to tell TCP/IP where to put the
data and how big the receiving buffer is that
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SOCKET OPEN,TELNET,LOPORT=4021,WAIT=NO,ECB=ECB, x
DESC=DESC,PASSIVE=YES,ECB2=ECB2

FIGURE 1: OPEN A SOCKET

SETIME 3,ECB2
SOCKET .....,ECB2=ECB2

LOOP WAIT ECB2
TM ECB+2,X'80'
BO CONNECTD
CLI SHUTDOWN,ON
BO TERMIN
SETIME 3,ECB2
B LOOP

FIGURE 2: ASYNCHRONOUS SOCKET PROCESSING

SOCKET SEND,TELNET,ECB=ECB,FOPORT=FOPORT,FOIP=FOIP, x
DESC=DESC,DATA=(BUFFAD,BUFFLEN),ECB2=ECB2,WAIT=NO

FIGURE 3: SENDING DATA TO TCP/IP

It takes little effort 
to transform an old 

application that returns to
a local device into one that

sends the data via an 
outgoing datagram.
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will hold the data. A typical example of doing this is shown in
Figure 4.  Note in this example  that except for RECEIVE all of the
fields are identical to the SEND request.

So what has happened? The client connected with our application,
we acknowledged the connection, and our program received some
data from the client. It is up to our server application to do some-
thing with the data that it received. The program will either send
back an updated buffer if it received a null or blank stream of data,
or it will terminate the connection if it received any other type of
data. To terminate the connection, we would typically use the 
following type of code:

SOCKET CLOSE,TELNET,ECB=ECB,DESC=DESC, ECB2=ECB2,WAIT=NO

And there you have the TCP/IP part of the code. By adding OPEN,
SEND, RECEIVE and CLOSE requests to the program, you can
alter DA into SERV$DA, giving it a great deal of power.

ALTERING DA TO BECOME SERV$DA

The two macros, SUBRT and PERFORM, are available by
emailing a request to editor@naspa.net for file LANGE0300.ZIP.
SUBRT will set up/terminate the beginning and terminating register
and addressability of the program, making coding assembler 
programs a lot easier. PERFORM causes the code to branch to a
subroutine, but is all done from a single line and is self-documenting.

So how would we implement these SOCKET instructions in
"DA"? Right after the first SUBRT macro, which begins the program,
we would code the following:

STXIT  OC,ABORT,WORK
PERFORM OPEN

This would set up an exit in the program to terminate when the 
partition is interrupted with a "MSG" command from the computer
operator and then allocate a SOCKET. Next, in the INPUT section,
we would replace the code shown in Figure 5 with the code in
Figure 6. Then, we would replace the OUTPUT section shown in
Figure 7 with the code in Figure 8.  And finally, we would replace
the "EXIT" section that read:

EXIT EOJ

With the following code:

ABORT PERFORM ABORT
EXIT EOJ ,

BUT WAIT - THERE'S MORE 

And with those minor changes to the main code, and with the
insertion of these routines into the tail end of the program, we end
up converting an ugly, simple, single-user program that requires a
3270 terminal into an ugly, simple, single-user program that can be
accessed by any TCP/IP application in the world that has access to
your mainframe.

To start SERV$DA execute the following JCL:

// JOB SERV$DA
// EXEC SERV$DA
/&

From your PC, you can now telnet to your VSE mainframe onto
port 4021 and SERV$DA should respond with a screen full of data.
Additionally, you can run REXXTEL (A sample REXX telnet
application that you can download from www.tcpip4vse.com/
progsamps.html) in VSE and have a batch program access that
same information. You can have a Unix machine execute a Perl
script to get that same information and submit JCL into the Power
reader queue based on system activity. In short, you have given a
great deal of power to a simple program. Granted, it is still ugly, but
we can take care of that in the concluding article.

In the real world we would want to support multiple concurrent
sessions (I gave you a clue about that already) and provide a nice
GUI front-end for the PC user. In the concluding article of this
series, I will examine the multi-tasking process for doing that and
provide a Java GUI that will make the old $DA from ICCF finally
into a real application.  

NaSPA Leo J. Langevin is a senior developer with Connectivity
Systems, the creators of TCP/IP for VSE. He has been involved in the
VSE community since its inception and has contributed hundreds of
programs to the VSE community for more than two decades. He can be
reached at leo@tcpip4vse.com.

SOCKET RECEIVE,TELNET,ECB=ECB,FOPORT=FOPORT,FOIP=FOIP, x
DESC=DESC,DATA=(BUFFAD,BUFFLEN),ECB2=ECB2,WAIT=NO

FIGURE 4: RECEIVING DATA FROM TCP/IP

INPUT MVI CONCCW,10
EXCP CONSOLE
WAIT CONSOLE
BR  R7

FIGURE 5: OLD WAY OF GETTING DATA

INPUT PERFORM RECEIVE
BR  R7

FIGURE 6: NEW WAY OF GETTING DATA

OUTPUT MVI CONCCW,1
EXCP CONSOLE
WAIT CONSOLE
MVI LINEOUT,C' '
MVC LINEOUT+1(74),LINEOUT
BR  R7

FIGURE 7: OLD WAY OF RETURNING DATA

OUTPUT PERFORM SEND
MVI LINEOUT,C' '
MVC LINEOUT+1(74),LINEOUT
BR  R7

FIGURE 8: NEW WAY OF RETURNING DATA


